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ABSTRACT

POS (parts of speech) tagging, a vital step in diverse natural language processing (NLP) tasks, has 
not drawn much attention in the case of Odia, a computationally under-developed language. The 
proposed hybrid method suggests a robust POS tagger for Odia. Observing the rich morphology 
of the language and unavailability of sufficient annotated text corpus, a combination of machine 
learning and linguistic rules is adopted in the building of the tagger. The tagger is trained on tagged 
text corpus from the domain of tourism and is capable of obtaining a perceptible improvement in the 
result. Also, an appreciable performance is observed for news article texts of varied domains. The 
performance of the proposed algorithm experimenting on Odia language shows its manifestation 
in dominating existing methods like rule based, hidden Markov model (HMM), maximum entropy 
(ME), and conditional random field (CRF).
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INTRODUCTION

Parts of speech tagging (POS) tagging is an indispensable tool to address various issues of Natural 
Language Processing (NLP). It is the problem of finding a way to tag every token in a text to a particular 
part of speech, like noun, verb, adverb, or any other lexical class. It thereby provides information 
about the token and relationship of these tokens with their adjacent tokens in a sentence (Tiwari and 
Siddiqui, 2008). Most tokens occurring in a text might have ambiguity associated with them in terms 
of their grammatical classification. For example the English word “book” can be a noun or a verb 
depending on the context. Computationally developed languages like English have rich knowledge 
base (voluminous training corpus, linguistic rules, NLP tools etc.) and solve the ambiguity by various 
methods like rule based, Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Maximum 
Entropy (ME) etc. that are broadly divided under rule based and stochastic approach(Kanakaraddi and 
Nandyal, 2018). But in context with the languages like Odia that are devoid of sufficient knowledge 
base for disambiguation, the task becomes challenging for NLP researchers. As POS tagging is the basis 
of number of NLP tasks like automatic text summarization and information retrieval by determining 
significant words, word sense disambiguation by deciding the context, text to speech conversion, 
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machine translation etc. (Mehta and Desai, 2011), developing a tagger becomes an essential step in 
making a language computational. 

Indian languages, especially for Odia, the official language of Odisha the tagging system is in 
an embryonic stage. The language is spoken by 45 million people including Odisha and some of its 
neighboring states (Behera, 2015) but in the computational scenario it is dormant and development of 
an efficient POS tagger is still an unsolved problem. One major issue is the unavailability of quantitative 
as well as qualitative training data. Secondly its rich morphology (Mohapatra, 2007, Pradhan et al., 
2016) makes the work difficult. These prevailing issues are the instinct of motivation to carry out 
the proposed work. The article makes a positive attempt to solve the existing issue and proposes a 
tagger that is a judicious amalgamation of linguistic rules and machine learning techniques like HMM 
and ME. Thus the proposed method is a hybrid method that solves the objective of disambiguating 
lexical tokens (words) for a morphologically rich language constrained by limited training corpus.

The underlying work also analyses some of the algorithms namely rule based, HMM, modified 
maximum entropy (ME) and conditional random field (CRF) with their implementation on Odia 
text. As the performance of the taggers varies in accordance with the input language and provided 
knowledge base like training corpora, the said methods are exhaustively evaluated and compared 
with the proposed hybrid method. 

The rest of the paper is expanded as follows: second section discusses some of the specific 
approaches adopted for building a tagger and state of art of Odia language in this scenario. Third and 
fourth sections give a brief description of the tag set and data set used in the experiment respectively. 
Fifth section elaborates the behavior of implemented POS taggers. Sixth section presents the proposed 
hybrid tagger. Seventh section does a result analysis of the hybrid method with respect to other 
algorithms and finally the work is concluded with a future direction. 

RELATED wORKS

This section discusses some of the selective works related to the proposed methodology and the present 
state of art of taggers developed for Odia. Starting with rule based technique a primitive method has 
been efficiently adopted in building English tagger (Brill, 1992; Pham, 2020). For Indian language like 
Hindi (Garg et al., 2012) the said method has also proved efficient by giving a noticeable performance 
of 87.55% accuracy. But in due course researchers observed that developing taggers monopolized by 
linguistic rules proved to be a difficult task. A shift towards statistical methods that comply more on 
axioms of probabilities took place proving relatively more efficient. 

HMM an efficient statistical approach has shown a noticeable performance of 92.13% in building 
a Hindi tagger (Joshi et al., 2013). For Myanmar language (Zin and Thein, 2009) the same approach 
has been successful in giving 96.56% accuracy. Both supervised and unsupervised learning is done 
using pre tagged and untagged corpus respectively. Afini and Supriyanto (2017) applied improved 
HMM with affix tree in the tagger for Indonesian language. Combination of a morphological analyzer 
named MorphInd and HMM is used to achieve higher performance. Other efficient method like ME 
experimented by the proposed method was initially approached by Ratnaparkhi (1996) for tagging 
English words obtaining 96.6% result. A POS tagger (Ma et al., 2010) using ME and hierarchical 
word clustering for Chinese language was developed. The authors adopted this method to solve the 
data sparseness problem and have got 93.35% accuracy. CRF similar to ME has proved as an efficient 
method for grammatical tagging. A CRF based tagger in a Finite state framework was proposed 
(Constant and Sigogne, 2011), where the decoding was done using weighted finite-State transducer 
composition. It reports of achieving a promising result of 94% for French language. 

Though Indian languages lack behind in the race some of the prominent taggers for Indian 
languages are rule based POS tagger for Hindi (Garg et al., 2012), hybrid tagger for Hindi (Mohnot 
et al., 2014) consisting of both rule based and HMM approach with an average accuracy of 89.9%, 
tagger for Kannada language (BR and Kumar, 2012) using HMM and CRF claiming an accuracy of 
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79.9% and 84.58% respectively. Taggers for other Indian languages like Bengali, Punjabi, Tamil etc. 
(Antony et al., 2011) varying in their morphology are also witnessed. 

Considering the state of art of POS tagger for Odia language, limited progress is accounted. 
Taggers are build up on techniques like ANN (Artficial Neural Network), SVM and CRF. A POS tagger 
(Das and Patnaik, 2014) based on ANN claimed of getting accuracy 81%. The model is implemented 
on a small size corpus. No clear information about the tag set and the evaluation metric is mentioned. 
An SVM based Odia POS tagger (Das et al., 2015) reported of obtaining an accuracy of 82% with a 
small tag set of five tags with a training size of 10,000 words. Another Odia SVM POS tagger (Ojha 
et al, 2015) framed on BIS tag set with a training size of 90k words and testing size of 2k words 
has been reported. The model claims an accuracy of 93.6%. Similar attempts have been made with 
a training corpus obtained from ILCI (Indian language corpora initiative) and testing the model on 
seen data (test data part of training set) and unseen data (test data exclusive with the training set). 
Models like SVM and CRF built on this corpus have been reported achieving an improved result in 
terms of precision and recall (Behera, 2015). 

Thus it can be observed from the literature that similar approaches perform differently if the 
training set varies in language, quantity and quality. Morphology of the language has a deep impact 
on the efficiency of a tagger. It is also observed that Indian languages especially Odia lags behind 
in the race as it is devoid of computational resources. With an objective of building a tagger backed 
with available limited computational resources a hybrid approach is proposed. It aims to give a clear 
visualization of the adopted method and a detailed analysis of the result.

POS TAG SET

The tag set considered for all the experimented models is with reference to the BIS (The Bureau of 
Indian Standards) annotation standard (Chandra, N. et al., 2014) and Unified POS tag set for Indian 
Languages (http://tdil-dc.in), considering only the higher level POS class. In the corpus linguistic lore 
the structure of the tag set and the number of tags depends on the language structure and the available 
training corpus. If the training size is small the level of granularity in the tag set is generally coarse. 
The tags higher in the hierarchy i.e. the major tags which are sufficient to provide the grammatical 
structure of the sentence are considered. This approach gives a less ambiguous result and the tagger 
can be erroneously applied for other text processing systems. Table 1 gives a clear view of the 
considered tags with their abbreviation.

DATA SET EXPERIMENTED

The text corpus considered for the experiments belong to tourism domain. It has been obtained 
from TDIL (Technology Development for Indian Languages, govt. of India) (http://tdil-dc.in). It 
is a program started by Govt. of India for language development and maintenance like developing 
corpus for computational works. The corpus has been developed under ILCI (Indian language corpora 
initiative) project by annotators at different phases (Jha, 2012). The corpus size counts to about 310,290 
words or tokens. It is mainly noun and verb dominated. Figure 1 shows the overall statistic of the 
distribution of tags in the training set. For training and testing purpose the corpus size of 80% and 
20% is considered respectively. The models performance has also been tested on corpus belonging 
to varied domains like cricket, health, railways etc. collected from news articles and annotated by 
expert linguistics working on Odia language. The purpose of taking words from different domains 
is to have a better quality evaluation of the tagger. 

The training data has been mapped to a format suitable for our experiment. 
e.g.
Original data set format
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Transliteration: htd23008 chāmuṇdā\N_NNP debiṅkara\N_NN mandira\N_
NN bāṇagaṅgāra\N_NNP    taṭare\N_NN abasthita\V_VM |\RD_PUNC 
Mapped data set format

 

Table 1. POS tags considered

Figure 1. Tag distribution in the training corpus
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Transliteration: <ST> chāmuṇdā_NN debiṅkara_NN mandira_NN 
bāṇagaṅgāra_NN taṭare_NN abasthita_VV |_PUNC <END> 
Translation:        The temple of Chamunda Devi is located at the 
bank of Banganga. 
Where, N_NNP (Proper noun) and N_NN (Common noun) is mapped to NN 
(Noun), RD_PUNC (Punctuation under residual tag category) to PUNC 
(Punctuation) and V_VM (main verb) to VV.

htd 23008 is sentence index in the original format and <ST> and <END> are start and end of 
a sentence in the mapped corpus file respectively.

POS TAGGER FOR ODIA TEXT BUILD ON VARIED APPROACHES

This section discusses the implementation of the tagger with few trusted and efficient approaches 
for a comparative analysis with the proposed methodology with respect to Odia text. The analysis is 
done with an aim to propose a robust and efficient POS tagger.

Odia Rule Based POS Tagger
Rule based models are language dependent requiring deep linguistic knowledge. A tagger built on 
derived rule set and a lookup table L (Appendix) is evaluated for the considered Odia data set. The 
lookup table comprises of lists for punctuation, postposition, conjunction, question word, pronoun, 
suffixes and prefixes. The rules are listed with the help of linguists who are acknowledged in the 
acknowledgement section. Algorithm1gives a systematic flow of steps followed. 
Algorithm 1. Rule based tagging process
Input: Set of untagged test sentences S

in
={s

1
,s

2,
…,s

n
} and a lookup 

table L . 
Output: Set of tagged sentences S

out

For each sentence s
i
:

do     
  Tokenize s

i
 into tokens

  For each token w
j
 in s

i

  do 
    perform a look up into the lookup table L 
    compute suffix and prefix matching 
    derive Set of potential tags 
    If single tag found: 
       tag it to the token 
    Else If multiple tags are found associated with the token: 
       resolve the ambiguity using set of derived rules and 
associate suitable tag to the token 
    Else (no tag found): 
       associate the token with tag noun            
   done 
   Detokenize and display the final set of tagged sentences S

out

done
The confusion matrix of table 2 depicts the tagging accuracy of different tags after the testing 

process and also their % mistag. The zero entries in the table signify that that a particular tag in a 
row is not mistagged with the corresponding tag in the column. It can be visualized that percentage 
accuracy of tag particle (RP) obtained is lowest as there is lack of standard rules and suffixes contrary 
to noun. The accuracy percentage in case of adjective and adverb could not reach a higher value due 
to lack of sufficient disambiguation rules. Noun tag, pronoun tag, verb tag and punctuation tag has got 
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appreciable accuracy percentage compared to other tags as they are supported by sufficient rules and 
a lookup table. Similarly conjunction and postposition tag have also got good accuracy percentage. 
Thus the confusion matrix shows the performance of the method.

HMM Based Odia POS Tagger
As deriving rules is a cumbersome task and need regular updates, the statistical bigram model HMM 
was experimented for building Odia tagger. It is generative in nature and the system being modeled 
is assumed to be a Markov process (Kupiec, 1992). 

The two assumptions made by HMM are:

1.  The probability of a word or token appearing depends only on its own tag, not on neighboring 
tags or words i.e. 

Emission probability

P w t P w tn n

i

n

i i1 1
1

/ /( ) ≈ ( )
=
∏  (1)

Where w is the token and t is the associated tag and i varies from 1 to n the length of the sequence.
P w t

i i
/( )  gives the probability of a tag ti to be associated with a token wi.

A bigram assumption i.e. the probability of the tag is dependent only on the previous tag, not on the 
entire tag sequence i.e.

Transition Probability 

Table 2. POS Confusion Matrix in Rule Based Model (%)

NN VV JJ CC PR QT QW RP RB PUNC PSP

NN 93.54 2.19 1.73 0.205 1.12 0.028 0.019 0.0312 0.053 0 1.08

VV 31.3 67.65 0.067 0.016 0.052 0 0 0 0.076 0 0.825

JJ 52.23 0.775 45.76 0.057 0.88 0 0 0.008 0.008 0 0.277

CC 4.19 0.645 0.046 84.52 8.078 0 0.084 0 0.077 0 2.352

PR 10.77 0.258 0.376 0.869 84.55 0.006 1.39 0 0.074 0 1.72

QT 38.34 6.567 2.79 0.02 3.15 48.91 0.071 0 0 0 0

QW 0 0 0 1.275 54.425 0 44.3 0 0 0 0

RP 47.47 8.35 0.559 8.84 4.29 0.47 0 28.453 0 0 0.017

RB 33.77 0.166 1.48 0.328 37.23 0 0 0 34.28 0 20.92

PUNC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0

PSP 22.64 0.014 0.216 1.587 3.03 0 0 0 1.833 0 70.669
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P t P t tn

i

n

i i1
1

1( ) ≈ ( )
=

−∏ /  (2)

Where ti is the current tag and t
i-1

 is the previous tag.
Thus we find the best tag sequence (T*) given a word sequence, as a combination of emission 

and transition probabilities.

���� /*T argmaxP T W= ( )  (3)

≈ ( ) ( )
=

−∏argmax P w t P t t
i

n

i i i i
1

1
/ /  

To check the exponential growth of the paths dynamic Viterbi algorithm combines with basic 
HMM and finds the best path without enumerating all paths explicitly. The computation applies 
equation 4 to get the Viterbi entries V(t,i) ( Cahyani and Vindiyanto, 2019 ).

V t i maxV t i P t t P w t
i i i i i

, , . . ,
,( ) = −( ) ( ) ( )− −1 1

1  (4)

80% of the TDIL corpus is considered for training and 20% is considered for testing. Table 3 
shows the performance result trained on the considered Odia data set. 

From table 3 it can be visualized that the experimented HMM approach is showing an appreciable 
performance even with a small size corpus. The tagging accuracy for adjective (JJ) and adverb (RB) 
tags are poor. The reason is their ambiguous nature which can be seen from the cited example. Some 
of the mistags are also due to errors in training data.

Table 3. POS Confusion Matrix for HMM POS Model (%)

NN VV JJ CC PR QT QW RP RB PUNC PSP

NN 97.03 0.43 1.41 0.13 0.25 0.23 0 0.16 0.027 0 0.2

VV 11.64 87.53 0.5 0 0.025 0 0 0.07 0 0 0.21

JJ 49.68 4.05 44.73 0 0.59 0.387 0 0.455 0 0 0.091

CC 3.396 0.133 0.033 93.93 1.13 0.16 0 0.63 0 0 0.57

PR 2.95 0 0 1.97 93.34 0 0.6 0.09 0.03 0 1.01

QT 7.80 0 2.48 0.155 0.62 85.94 0 2.98 0 0 0

QW 0 0 0 0 25 0 75 0 0 0 0

RP 11.43 1.056 3.66 8.07 1.8 1.61 0 67.308 0.124 0 4.909

RB 26.08 4.34 4.34 0 0 0 0 4.34 47.82 0 13.04

PUNC 0.04 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0

PSP 12.04 0.2 0 0.3 1.31 0 0 0.4 0.2 0 85.56
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samastaṅku_NN ākarsita_NN/JJ karithāe_VV 

Here (ākarsita) shows an ambiguous nature between noun and adjective.
As Odia is morphologically rich (Pattnaik and Nayak, 2020) the model should be approached 

with feature based methodologies to have a performance comparison and maximum entropy concept 
exploits the features effectively in POS tag prediction (Ekbal et al., 2008; Ratnaparkhi, 1996). Thus 
these concepts are further experimented in the article on Odia language. 

A Modified ME Based Odia POS Tagger
ME model is a feature based language model. Varied forms of contextual information have been 
combined in a meticulous manner. The objective of the model is to find T* (equation 3) the most 
probable tag sequence for a given word sequence.

The probability model takes the space H × T. 
H is the set of contexts in which a word appears and T is the tag sequence.
Maximum entropy approach specifies a set of features from the environment for tag prediction. 
A random variable h represents these features and t represents the POS tag.
hi = {wi, wi+1, wi-1, ti-1, ti-2} is an environment for a token wi. 
The tagger learns a log linear conditional probability model from tagged text. 
The probability distributions having the highest entropy out of those distributions and satisfying 

a certain set of constraints is considered (Ratnaparkhi, 1996) and forced to obey the rule:

Ef E f j k
j j
= ≤ ≤� �������������������

,�
 1  (5)

Where, 

Ef p h t f h t
j

h H t T
j

= ( ) ( )
∈ ∈
∑

,

, ,  (6)

model’s feature expectation.
Ef
j
 is the observed feature expectation in the training data 



Ef p h t f h t
j

i to n
i i j i i

= ( ) ( )
=
∑
1 �

, ,  (7)

p h t
i i
,( )  is the observed probability of  h t

i i
,( )  in the training data.

f h t
j i i

,( )  is the feature function of the ME model. 
These features set the relations between the contextual factors h and the POS tag t i.e. 

f h t
if h t satisfying thecondition

othej i i
,

,( ) = { }1

0 rrwise








 (8)
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Thus a feature function takes either a value 0 or 1

p h t p h p t h, . /( ) ≈ ( ) ( )  (9) 

Ef p h p t h f h t
j

i n
i i i j i i

≈ ( ) ( ) ( )
= …
∑
1 �

/ ,  (10)

Thus equation 6 (model’s feature expectation) takes the form of equation 10.
p t h/( )  is the conditional distribution.
p h

i( )  is the observed probability of the history hi in the training set .

p t h
e

z x

j j h t
f

/
,

( ) = ∑
( )

( )l

 (11)

z x e
t T j k

fj j h t( ) =
′∈ = …
∑ ∏ ( )

1

l
, '  (12)

The denominator is as a factor for normalization.
l
j
 is the weight for a certain feature derived from the training set through Generalized Iterative 

scaling (GIS) (Wilhelm et al., 2018).
The feature template designed for the experiment is shown in table 4.
Where wi is any token that carries a value x and u is any tag that the variables ti can carry.
TG is the tag predicted on the existence of a feature.
A modification is made in the suffix and prefix part of the designed template, they are predefined 

with the help of expert linguists. A set of 207 suffixes and 21 prefixes (Appendix) are used in the 
process. This leads to faster execution preventing the model from missing any suffixes and prefixes 
important in analyzing Odia word, ignoring the prevailing fact of limited training corpus. 

Algorithm 2 gives the steps followed by the maximum entropy approach for Odia POS tagger. 

Table 4. Maximum Entropy Feature Template

Feature template

 

  "w
i

Wi=x, ti =TG 

ti-1 =u, ti =TG

suffix ti =TG

prefix ti =TG

Wi-1= x ti =TG

Wi+1=x ti =TG 

ti+1=END ti =TG 
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Algorithm 2: ME adopted for Odia POS Tagger
Training Phase: 
Input annotated corpus and customized feature template. 
Create a database with context information for each token. 
Derive feature functions with their weights using Generalized 
Iterative scaling (GIS). 
Testing phase: 
Test sentence: W={w

1,
w
2,
…w

n
}

         TS
ij
:  jth highest probability tag sequence for w

i
.

         p f count
i( ) >  : p f

i( ) is the probability of occurrence of a 
feature in the training set. 
         
         count = 2 
         K=2 is the beam size  
Input: Training corpus 
     Test corpus 
Generate tags for wi using equation 9 
Proceed for p f count

i( ) > .

Find top K 
Set TS

1j
,   1 £ £j K  accordingly.

Initialize i = 2 
do 
Initialize j = 1 
do 
Given TS

(i-1)j
 , generate tags for w

i
 and append it to TS

(i-1)j
 to make 

a new sequence. 
      j = j + 1; repeat if j K£
      done 
From the above loop find K highest probability tag sequences. 
Set TS

ij
 , 1 £ £j K

i = i + 1 , repeat if i n£ .

Table 5. POS Confusion Matrix for Odia ME model (%)

NN VV JJ CC PR QT QW RP RB PUNC PSP

NN 92.85 3.378 1.546 0.16 1.17 0.297 0 0.198 0.015 0 0.377

VV 7.335 89.95 2.28 0.088 0.076 0.038 0 0.013 0 0 0.215

JJ 51.23 2.620 44.37 0.068 0.843 0.524 0 0.273 0.023 0 0.045

CC 5.461 0.632 0.066 89.81 3.16 0.166 0 0.1 0 0 0.6

PR 8.385 0.238 0.059 0.686 89.88 0 0.626 0.059 0.03 0 0.03

QT 9.55 0.62 0.7 0.11 0.66 87.42 0 0.93 0 0 0

QW 0 0 0 0 25 0 75 0 0 0 0

RP 18.33 2.237 0.807 7.4 6.21 19.2 0 44.87 0.124 0 0.808

RB 34.78 0 4.35 4.35 8.69 0 0 4.35 43.47 0 0

PUNC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0

PSP 27.56 0.93 0 0.146 9.75 0 0 0 0 0 61.61
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done 
Return highest probability sequence TSn

1
.

Table 5 shows the performance result after the model is run on the considered data set. 
It can be visualized from the confusion matrix the tag noun has obtained maximum accuracy. 

For tags adjective, adverb and particle ambiguity level is high which the method couldn’t resolve due 
to limited training corpus. Though ME approach efficiently utilizes the morphological features for 
the tag prediction, lack of sufficient training data leads to misprediction of suffixes and erroneous 
tagging could not meet the expected performance. 

CRF Based Odia POS Tagger
It is a popular discriminative model that considers multiple features for structured prediction. It has 
all the advantages of ME without the label bias problem and is defined (Sutton & McCallum, 2011) 
on observed feature vector X (sequence of tokens in a sentence) producing an output vector of random 
variables Y (POS tags) i.e. 

P Y X
Z X

exp f y y x
t

T

k

K

k k t t t
/ , ,( )=

( ) ( )












= =

−∏ ∑
1

1 1
1

q  (13)

X={x1, x2,….xn } is the input sequence. 
Y={y1, y2,…yn} is the output sequence of labels. 
Z X( ) is the normalization factor. 

It is the sum of all possible state sequences summing to 1.

f
k

a binary feature 

q
k  

the weight of the binary feature. 

y
t
 is the label of x at the current position t. 

Thus CRF has a similar approach as maximum entropy algorithm with a difference in 
normalization. ME adopts local variance normalization whereas CRF adopts global variance 
normalization. This normalization process overcomes the label bias problem of ME.

Table 6 gives the confusion matrix of the result obtained.
Though CRF is giving higher performance than ME, still it faces the problem of insufficient 

training data. Unavailability of suitable benchmark data set and error in file leads to performance 
degradation. Though the files have been rectified with the help of linguists still some ambiguity exists. 
Low and erroneous training data leads to misinterpretation of suffixes. 

e.g.

 

(chhasaṅhi) is tagged as PR instead of Quantifier (QT) by the model as frequency of (ṅhi) suffix 
is 2 for noun (NN), 8 for pronoun (PR) and 1 for verb (VV).

After evaluation of the generated outputs of the discussed methods and their effectiveness on 
Odia text the motivation towards hybridized approach that could integrate the positive features of 
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the previously discussed concepts and enhance the obtained result stemmed. The following proposed 
tagger is a combination of stochastic and linguistic features.

PROPOSED HyBRID ODIA POS TAGGER 

The proposed method adopts a hybrid structure keeping into consideration the constraint of having 
small size Odia training corpora. It is a combination of statistical and rule based method. Unknown 
words are tagged using a lookup table, derived rules and the modified ME algorithm. All these 
processes are articulated in a clean way. Varied forms of contextual information have been combined 
in a systematic manner. Thus it is a hidden Markov based model that passes through a Viterbi path 
and efficiently utilizes the morphology of the language through maximum entropy to get an output 
sentence with each word tagged with its appropriate part of speech. 

Algorithm 3 gives the overall procedure followed by the proposed tagger. 
Algorithm 3: Adopted approach for the hybrid tagger 
Training Phase: 
Input tagged corpus  
Generate the emission and transition probability sets for each 
word w

i
 in the training set.

Emission Probability: � /P w t
i i( )

Transition Probability: P t t
i i
/ −( )1

Testing Phase: 
Input: 
Set of untagged sentences S={s

1
,s

2
,s

3
,…,s

j
}  

P w t
i i
/( ) a set of derived tags for wi

 

P t t
i i
/ −( )1  a set of previous tag pairs for t

i

Initialize     V t i,( ) = 1
For each sentence s

j
 in the test sentence:

do 
   Tokenize the sentence into words w

i
. 

Table 6. POS Confusion Matrix for Odia CRF model (%)

NN VV JJ CC PR QT QW RP RB PUNC PSP

NN 95.839 1.51 1.482 0.256 0.315 0.170 0 0.11 0 0 0.31

VV 9.565 87.7 2.21 0.063 0.114 0.012 0 0.013 0.05 0 0.29

JJ 55.69 0.88 41.81 0.022 0.638 0.524 0 0.342 0 0 0.07

CC 2.644 0.36 0.066 93.27 2.664 0.166 0 0.299 0 0 0.49

PR 7.997 0.15 0.059 0.298 90.71 0 0.059 0.119 0 0 0.59

QT 12.189 0.35 0.621 0.077 0.427 84.62 0 1.669 0 0 0.04

QW 0 0 0 0 25 0 75 0 0 0 0

RP 18.955 1.80 0.621 6.215 1.243 6.898 0 63.20 0 0 1.06

RB 30.43 0 13.04 0 0 0 0 8.695 43.5 0 4.35

PUNC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0

PSP 20.73 0.39 0 0.146 0.243 0 0 1.463 0 0 77.024
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   For each w
i
 in s

j
 find the best path of length i-1 to each 

state
:

     do 
      If w

i
 ϵ training set:

          Generate the set of values P w t
i i
/( ) and P t t

i i
/ −( )1  from 

the training set. 
      Else: 
          Go to algorithm 4 and compute P w t

i i
/( ).

Compute and store the partial results V(t,i) as the path  proceeds 
according to equation 4. 
Consider the maximum value over each possible previous tag t

i-1
.

 Proceed from left to right of the test sentence. 
Choose the best path from the available computed paths to reach 
the final state. 
Store a back trace to show from which state (i-1) state (i) came 
from. 
 Return tag sequence (T*) for the given word sequence by back 
tracing. 
   done    
done

Algorithm 4 describes the step wise procedure followed to tag unknown words.
Algorithm 4: Tagging unknown words
 For each unknown word w

i
 

    if w
i
 found in the lookup table 

         resolve the ambiguity using rule based 
         algorithm (algorithm 1)   
     P w t Average probabilityof t inthetrainingcorpus

i i i
/( ) =

    Else if  
         W

i
 ϵ Numeric data, t

i
=QT(Quantifier)

     P w t Average probabilityof t inthetrainingcorpus
i i i
/( ) =

    Else 
 Find the probability of w

i
 using modified ME (algorithm 5)

    
Modified ME template (Table 7) used for tagging unknown words by the hybrid method is similar 

to table 4 except it lacks the feature template (wi=x and ti=TG). 
The nomenclatures are in accordance with modified ME based Odia POS tagger section.

Table 7. Template for solving unknown words

Words Features

 

  ∀wi   
ti-1 =z, ti =TG

Suffix, ti =TG

Prefix, ti =TG

Wi-1= x, ti =TG

Wi+1=x, ti =TG 

ti+1=END, ti =TG 
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Algorithm 5 describes the step wise procedure followed to tag unknown words through ME.
Algorithm 5: ME modified for handling unknown words
Derive the features of the words according to the template in 
table 7. 
Determine the weight l

j
 for each derived feature using Generalized 

Iterative Scaling. 
Calculate the probability of word wi to be tagged with tags ti 
with the existing features according to the equation 11 and 12. 
The tag that takes the maximum probability of a given token is 
assigned.

The feature weights l
j
 are obtained by Generalized Iterative Scaling. 

K fold cross validation has been conducted to validate the process.
This is an essential step for a machine learning system mainly where data size is limited. It 

ensures that every observation from the original data set has a chance of appearing in the training 
and testing set (Jiang & Wang, 2017). The value of K is kept at 4. 

Table 8 gives a clear view of the accuracy % of the tagger for four iterations and the overall 
variance that exist among them. 

This low value of variance i.e. 0.19 signifies the stability of the method. 
Table 9, the confusion matrix of the hybrid model shows an improvement in the result.
The performance of noun, verb, postposition and conjunction are high. But comparatively the 

model functions less accurately for adjective and adverb. Some of the reasons are: 

Table 8. Performance of the tagger at each iteration

Overall % accuracy Variance

Iteration 1 93.72 0.19

Iteration 2 94.03

Iteration 3 93.082

Iteration 4 92.874

Table 9. POS Confusion Matrix for proposed hybrid model (%)

NN VV JJ CC PR QT QW RP RB PUNC PSP

NN 95.86 1.344 1.320 0.1023 0.464 0.368 0 0.301 0.017 0 0.224

VV 7.56 91.208 0.992 0.042 0.0422 0 0 0.137 0 0 0.021

JJ 27.68 0.340 68.235 0 0.4537 0.851 0 2.38 0.056 0 0

CC 1.425 0.048 0 90.698 2.657 0.532 0 0.314 0 0 4.325

PR 2.139 0 0.0517 0.483 94.912 0.034 0.15 0.155 0.0172 0 2.052

QT 5.71 0.148 0.63 0.1112 0.1483 92.92 0 0.334 0 0 0

QW 0 0 0 0 22.38 0 77.6 0 0 0 0

RP 6.987 0.056 5.534 0.5589 0.0559 1.621 0 85.18 0 0 0

RB 14 0 7.24 0 6.28 0 0 0 53.14 0 19.32

PUNC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0

PSP 5.62 0.118 0.06 1.065 1.301 0 0 6.68 0 0 85.09
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1.  Words belonging to adjective and adverb are very ambiguous. 
2.  Lack of sufficient benchmark error free training corpus. 
3.  Lack of sufficient rules for disambiguation. 

The most frequent error observed is the miss tagging of adjective as noun. This was due to the 

order of occurrence of adjectives in the noun phrases (Kupiec, 1992). But compared to other models 
miss tagging of adjectives is reduced and can be visualized from Figure 2. 

Thus a comparison of methods on the basis of accuracy percentage of each tag is depicted in 
Figure 2.

Table 10 shows the accuracy % obtained in terms of F score for individual tag by each method. 
The methods have also been tested on text belonging to other domain apart from tourism i.e. on 

Odia news text covering data from varied domains. Table 11 shows their performance. 
It can be observed that the hybrid approach is performing better in comparison to the rest of the 

approaches in case of other domain data set.

RESULT DISCUSSION

A comparative analysis of the results obtained by the implemented approaches on Odia text (Figure 
2 and Table 10) shows the dominance of proposed hybrid approach on rest of the methods obtaining 
highest accuracy of 94.6% F score for noun tag. The tagging error for the tags verb, postposition, 
conjunction and pronoun by all the implemented methods are low as these tags are comparatively less 
ambiguous. Adjective, adverb, particle and question word have maximum tagging errors comparative 
to other tags. It can also be visualized that machine learning approaches compared to rule based have 
been successful in decreasing these tagging errors to some extent. For example 43.77% accuracy 

Figure 2. Comparative analysis of accuracies of different methods
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obtained on the basis of F score for the tag particle by rule based is seen to be enhanced by ME to 
59.20%, further by CRF to 74.09%, by HMM to75.26% and to maximum by hybrid approach to 78.75%. 
Still rules cannot be ignored. Though stand alone rule based models donot excel in performance 
but their integration with other methods enhances the efficiency and is proved by the experimented 
proposed hybrid method. From table 11 it can also be seen that the proposed model when applied 
on other domain like texts from news corpus related to cricket, health and railways is also showing 
better performance of 89.09%. Overall the proposed hybrid approach trained on limited size corpus 
belonging to tourism domain is showing an enhanced result 94.03% on unseen data (data not a part 
of the training set) compared to previous state of art. 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE wORK

This paper has proposed a hybrid approach for POS tagging with a comparative analysis done with 
other methods that are rule based, HMM, ME and CRF. The proposed architecture can be considered 
as an innovative work that has exploited the complex morphology of Odia texts to develop a suitable 
POS tagger. Compared to the present state of art of Odia POS taggers, the proposed work gives a 
better performance undergoing proper evaluation phase with a transparent view of the whole process. 
Every language is exclusive with its unique grammatical construction, so the knowledge of the linguists 

Table 10. Comparison of F score among models

Tags F score of different Models in %

Rule based Max Entropy CRF HMM Hybrid

NN 85.74 90.05 92.66 92.7 94.60

VV 72.25 87.12 89.85 91.09 92.96

JJ 30.08 55.218 53.12 56.2 63.88

CC 88.14 91.25 94.02 94.31 94.85

PR 81.73 83.65 91.67 93.38 94

QT 64.54 85.53 88.06 90.10 92.86

QW 38.58 41.38 66.66 70.58 77.32

RP 43.77 59.20 74.09 75.26 78.75

RB 42.98 58.823 54.05 56.41 59.59

PUNC 100 100 100 100 100

PSP 68.59 72.46 83.58 85.59 87.02

Table 11. Comparison of % accuracy among methods for other domain

Models % Accuracy

Rule based 83.39

Maximum Entropy 84.07

CRF 85.02

HMM 86.9

Hybrid 89.09
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hybridized with sophisticated machine learning technique has made the tagger performing. The 
obtained score of 94.03% accuracy by the proposed hybrid approach with the limited training corpus 
can be considered as a noted work. The technique adopted shows scope for research in development of 
taggers lacking voluminous corpora more specifically for morphologically complex Indian languages 
on which presently available tools cannot be directly applied. The proposed technique can be applied 
to other similar languages by making few modifications at the linguistic level. The few discrepancies 
and errors existing in the output affecting the accuracy can removed by increasing the training size 
and appending more linguistic rules. This can be considered as a future work. Conclusively the work 
can be considered as a significant contribution in the development of a morphologically rich language 
in the computational scenario. Further it is intended to examine the potentiality of the proposed POS 
tagger in the development of automatic text summarizer for Odia text documents.
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APPENDIX A

The suffix and prefix list has been prepared with the help of expert linguists. 

Suffix list

 

Transliteration:

“ṅāe”, “ṅie”, “ṅā”, “ṅi”, “ṅe”, “māna”, “māne”, “gurṅāka”, “gurṅika”, “gurṅāku”, “gurṅiku”, 
“gurṅie”, “ku”, “ṅku”, “ṅki”, “ṅka”, “ṅāku”, “ṅiku”, “ṅhāku”, “ṅhiku”, “ṅhiki”, “mānaṅku”, “re”, 
“duārā”, “dei”, “ṅkaduārā”, etc. 

Gloss: The suffixes donot have an equivalent translation in English. These are the morphemes without 
having a definite meaning and are not stand alone. 

Prefix List

 

Transliteration

“pra”,”parā”, “apa”, “sam”, “ni”, “adhi”, “su”, “ni”, “ut”, “pari”, “aba”, “anu”, etc.  

Gloss: The prefixes do not have an equivalent translation in English. These are the morphemes without 
having a definite meaning and are not stand alone. 

Lookup Table L 

 

Transliteration: [“mũ”, “tu”, “sabu”, “āme”, “mo”, “tuma”, “anṅa”, “eṅhi”, “seṅhi”, “tāṅku”, “se”, 
“āpaṅa”,…]

Gloss: [“me”, “you”, “all”, “we”, “mine”, “your”, “other”, “here”, “there”, “to him”, “he/she”, 
“you”,…]
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puncList = [“ṅ”,”,”,”;”,”:”,”\’”,”\””,”?”, “*”, “(“, “)”, “{“, “}”, “[“, “]”, “-”, …] 

Transliteration: [“ṅ”,”,”,”;”,”:”,”\’”,”\””,”?”, “*”, “(“, “)”, “{“, “}”, “[“, “]”, “-”, …]
Gloss: [Same as English, only full stop (.) is represented with a different symbol (ṅ)]

 

Transliteration: [“upare”, “taṅe”, “āgare”, “pachhare”, “bhitare”, “bhitara”, “bāhāre”, “purbaru”, 
“saṅge”, “ṅhāru”, “chharṅā”, “ru”, “duārā”, “ku”, “majhire”, …]

Gloss: [“above”, “below”, “ahead”, “behind”, “inside”, “inside”, “outside”, “before”, “with”, “from”, 
“except”, “from”, “by”, “to”, “in the middle”, …]

 

Transliteration: [“o”, “nā”, “je”, “ebaṅ”, “āu”, “puṅi”, “āhuri”, “madhṅa”, “kintu”, “mātra”, 
“athacha”, “athabā”, “kimbā”, “bā”,…]

Gloss: [“and”, “no”, “that”, “and”, “and”, “again”, “more”, “also”, “but”, “only”, “yet”, “or”, “or”, 
“or”,…]

 

Transliteration: [“kie”, “ke”, “ki”, “ka’ṅa”, “kaṅa”, “kemiti”, “kāhĩki”, “kipari” , “keũṅhi”, “ketebeṅe”, 
“kebe”, “keũ”, “kete”,

Gloss: [“who”, “who”, “who”, “what”, “what”, “how”, “why”, “how”, “where”, “when”, “when”, 
“which”, “how much”, …] 

 

Transliteration:[ ku”, “ṅku”, “ru”, “ṅhāru”, “duārā”,…]
Gloss: [“to”, “to”, “from”, “from”, “by”,…]

 

Transliteration: [“kari”, “uachhi”, “uachhi”, “uchhi”, “uchhi”, …]
Gloss: These morphemes or suffixes are not stand alone and do not have exact meaning. They have 

a grammatical function.
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Transliteration: [“pra”, “parā”, “apa”, “sam”, “ni”, “adhi”, “su”, “ni”, “ut”, “pari”, “prati”, “aba”, 
“anu”, “du”, …]

 

Transliteration: [“janaka”, “dāṅaka”, “kara”, “hina”, “maṅa”, “tama”, …]
Gloss: These morphemes (noun prefixes and adjective suffixes) are not stand alone and have no exact 

meaning. They have a grammatical function.

 

Transliteration: [“sri”, “srimati”, “srijukta”, “ṅaṅ”, …]
Gloss: [“Mr”, “Mrs”, “Mr”, “Dr”, …]

 

Transliteration: [“nāhĩ”, “hĩ”, “na”, “ādi”, …]
Gloss: [“no”, “yes”, “no”, “etc”, …]
Derived rule-set 
(i) Suffix rules
• Noun

Some of the noun suffixes with their transliterated form are:

 

( ku, ṅku, ru) 

 

Translation: Give book to Rita. 
Here (ritāku) belongs to noun category and can be identified by its “ku” suffix.

 ◦ Verb

Some of the verb suffixes are:
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(hoichhi, hoithānti, karithilā, paṅichhanti) are all words belonging to verb.
Gloss: Done, happens, done, fallen

 ◦ Adjective

Example of few adjective suffixes with their transliterated form in the bracket are:

 

(sochaniṅa, uchatama, phaṅadāṅaka) are all words belonging to adjective. Gloss: Severe, highest, 
fruitful.

(ii) Prefix rules 

Some of the noun prefixes are: 

 

Gloss: America, courage, prestige 
(iii) Starting word of a sentence is generally a noun or a pronoun in comparison to other tags.

 

Transliteration: pujā_NN ichhāpura_NN grāmara_NN sikhita_JJ jhia_NN._PUNC
Translation : Puja is an educated girl of Ichapur village.

 

Transliteration: tā_PR bhaṅiā_PSP bhala_JJ pilā_NN miṅibā_NN kasṅa_NN._PUNC
Translation: To get a nice girl like her is difficult.
(iv) Starting word of a sentence is rarely an adjective.
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(v) A quantifier is followed by a noun or adjective or an adverb not any other part of speech.

 

(bahuta_QT loka_NN, bahuta_QT bhala_JJ loka_NN)  

Translation: more people, more good people 
(vi)Verb generally comes after object (noun).
(vii) The list of conjunction like

 
(o, bā, kintu) are few and can be maintained in the table. 

(viii) The list of postpositions like

Translation: up, down
(uparu, taṅu etc.) is maintained in the Lookup table.

(ix) The list of punctuation like full stop (ṅ), question mark (?), exclamation mark (!) etc. are few and 
is maintained in the Lookup table.

(x) If the succeeding word is postposition then the current word is a noun or a pronoun. If the current 
word is not in the pronoun list then it is tagged as noun.

(xi) If the preceding word is a pronoun, succeeding word is a noun and the current word is not in the 
pronoun list then the current word is an adjective.

(xii) If the current word is postposition and the succeeding word is tagged verb then change the 
current word to adverb.
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